
Lost and Found
Finding the lost projectors

Prepared by Ashley Yip
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Guess what I have lost

Ask 20 yes/no questions
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Question with question tags

Seek 
agreement

Falling 
tone

Question
Rising 
tone
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Take out your tablet

https://bit.ly/2qN7gU4

Intonation exercises 1,2
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http://ec-concord.ied.edu.hk/phonetics_and_phonology/wordpress/exerciseIndex.html

http://ec-concord.ied.edu.hk/phonetics_and_phonology/wordpress/exerciseIndex.html


Learn from corpus

https://corpus.eduhk.hk/english_pronunciation/index.php/our-spoken-english/

Suprasegmental
Inappropriate intonation
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https://corpus.eduhk.hk/english_pronunciation/index.php/our-spoken-english/


But old habits won’t change without a lot of hard 
work, will they? 

How many HK and ML 
speakers have problems in 

saying this sentence?

102 (88%) 

Listen to 3-5 samples.
What is their common 

problem?
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HK 1 Rising intonation
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HK What is the purpose of this sentence?

Seek agreement
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How should we ask this question?

But old habits won’t change without a lot of hard work, will they? 

Falling intonation
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Take out your tablet

https://bit.ly/2qN7gU4

Intonation exercises 4,5
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How do we form a sentence with  
question tag?
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Question tags
You're from Hong Kong, aren't you?
Yes, I am.

He doesn’t live that far away, does he?
No, He doesn’t.

Fanny made loads of mistakes, didn’t she?
Yes, she did.

Michael will join us, won’t he?
No, he won’t.

Question tag is a short sentence put 
at the end of a sentence.
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Question tags
You're from Hong Kong, aren't you?
Yes, I am.

He doesn’t live that far away, does he?
No, He doesn’t.

Fanny made loads of mistakes, didn’t she?
Yes, she did.

Michael will join us, won’t he?
No, he won’t.

Auxiliary verb + Pronouns
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Question tags
You're from Hong Kong, aren't you?
Yes, I am.

He doesn’t live that far away, does he?
No, He doesn’t.

Fanny made loads of mistakes, didn’t she?
Yes, she did.

Michael will join us, won’t he?
No, he won’t.

Opposite Polarity (+ve → -ve
-ve →+ve)
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Question tags

A positive statement takes a negative tag 

You're from Hong Kong, aren't you?

Yes, I am.

A negative statement takes a positive tag

He doesn’t live that far away, does he?

No, He doesn’t.
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Intonation of question tags

Up or Down?
Seeking 

agreement/ 
confirmation

Real question
Request 

information/action
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Today…

A school lost 3 projectors 2 days 

ago.
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You are police officers who are 

responsible for investigating the case.
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Today

Search for the thief and the lost 

projectors!
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Task 1

Find the truth behind the incident and 
where the projectors are!
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Task 1- Spot the differences

Before and After
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Task 1- Spot the differences
 Before
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Task 1- Spot the differences
 After
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Task 2 – Sharing clues

Groups of 6

Each of you has different information on 
different person

Question tag
Seek confirmation → Falling intonation

Ask question → Rising intonation

Aware of conflictual information and 
question!
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Task 2 – Sharing clues

Shelly

Didn’t come back to school

Being bullied
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Task 2 – Sharing clues

Neal 

Acted suspiciously 

Increase in pocket money

Spent on luxurious items

Part-time job
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Task 2 – Sharing clues

Joey

Saw Shelly at the school gate

After school

On the day of the incident
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Task 3 Finding the truth and lost items

 Data file

 Personalities, background information on different 
students 

 Pick on person: Most likely to be involved in the 
incident

 Location of the projectors now: 
Where and why? (Spot the differences!)
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Truth

Mickey
 Likes to prank
 Picked on Shelly
 Didn’t attend detention class
 Hid the projectors near the desk
 Suspended
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